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FIRST MILNOR COHOMOLOGY OF HYPERPLANE
ARRANGEMENTS
NERO BUDUR, ALEXANDRU DIMCA, AND MORIHIKO SAITO
Dedicated to Professor Anatoly Libgober
Abstract. We show a combinatorial formula for a lower bound of the dimen-
sion of the non-unipotent monodromy part of the first Milnor cohomology of
a hyperplane arrangement satisfying some combinatorial conditions. This gives
exactly its dimension if a stronger combinatorial condition is satisfied. We also
prove a non-combinatorial formula for the dimension of the non-unipotent part
of the first Milnor cohomology, which apparently depends on the position of
the singular points. The latter generalizes a formula previously obtained by the
second named author.
Introduction
Let D be a hyperplane arrangement in X = Cn. We assume D is reduced and
central, i.e. D is defined by a reduced homogeneous polynomial f . We also assume
that D does not come from an arrangement in Cn−1, i.e. f cannot be expressed as a
polynomial of n−1 variables. Set Ff = f
−1(1). This is the Milnor fiber of f . Let T
be the Milnor monodromy on Hj(Ff ,Q). We have the monodromy decomposition
Hj(Ff ,C) =
⊕
λH
j(Ff ,C)λ,
with Hj(Ff ,C)λ the λ-eigenspace. Let d = degD. Set Z := P(D) ⊂ Y := P
n−1
and U := Pn−1 \ Z. It is well-known (see e.g. [CS], [Di1]) that Hj(Ff ,C)λ = 0 if
λd 6= 1, and there are local systems L(k) of rank 1 on U for k = 0, . . . , d − 1 such
that
Hj(Ff ,C)λ = H
j(U, L(k)) for λ = exp(2πik/d),
and the monodromy around any irreducible component of Z is the multiplication
by exp(−2πik/d). In particular, L(0) = CU so that H
j(Ff ,C)1 = H
j(U,C). It has
been conjectured that the Hj(Ff ,C)λ are combinatorial invariants. By [OS], the
cohomology H•(U,C) = H•(Ff ,C)1 is combinatorially described.
Let Y ′ = P2 be a sufficiently general linear subspace of dimension 2 in Y =
Pn−1. By the generalized weak Lefschetz theorem for perverse sheaves (i.e. Artin’s
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theorem in [BBD]), we have an isomorphism
(0.1) H1(U, L(k)) = H1(Y ′ ∩ U, L(k)|Y ′∩U).
Thus we may assume n = 3 since we are interested in b1(Ff )λ := dimH
1(Ff )λ.
Set Σ = {y ∈ Z | multyZ ≥ 3}. Let Z1, . . . , Zd be the irreducible components of
Z. For y ∈ Σ and I ⊂ {1, . . . , d}, set my := multyZ = #{i | y ∈ Zi}, and
mI,y := #{i ∈ I | y ∈ Zi}, αI,y :=
|I|
d
my −mI,y.
The following would be known to specialists.
Proposition 1. Let λ = exp(2πik/d) with k ∈ Z ∩ [1, d/2]. Then b1(Ff ,C)λ is
described combinatorially by using the Aomoto complex as in (1.2) with ω given in
(1.2.3), if there is I ⊂ {1, . . . , d} such that |I| = k and
(0.2) either αI,y /∈ Z>0 (∀ y ∈ Σ) or αI,y /∈ Z<0 (∀ y ∈ Σ).
In case the second condition of (0.2) is satisfied, we actually consider k′ := d− k
and the complement Ic of I instead of k and I by using the complex conjugation
on the Milnor cohomology so that αI,y is replaced by −αI,y. In fact, this is the
reason for which we assume k ≤ d/2; the case k > d/2 is treated in the second
case of (0.2). The proof of Proposition 1 follows from a theorem of H. Esnault,
V. Schechtman and E. Viehweg [ESV] about Aomoto’s conjecture (here [STV] is not
needed since n = 3) together with a combinatorial description of the cohomology of
the complement due to P. Orlik and L. Solomon [OS], see (1.2) below. Proposition 1
was essentially used in a calculation of examples in [Sa2] although the combinatorial
description of H•(U) in [OS] was not mentioned there. It is possible to give a
combinatorial description of H•(U) in a more geometric way using the theory of
perverse sheaves [BBD], see also [BS].
If k = d/3 ∈ N and my = 3 (∀ y ∈ Σ), then condition (0.2) in Proposition 1
becomes
(0.3) either mI,y ≥ 1 (∀ y ∈ Σ) or mI,y ≤ 1 (∀ y ∈ Σ).
Note that the first condition of (0.3) is equivalent to that Σ is covered by
⋃
i∈I Zi.
There are examples where neither condition of (0.3) is satisfied, see Example (3.1)(iii)
below.
Returning to the general situation (with n = 3), it is well-known that b1(Ff)λ = 0
unless there is y ∈ Σ with λmy = 1, see Remark (3.4)(i) below. (In this case we
have actually a stronger assertion that b1(Ff)λ = 0 unless each Zi contains y ∈ Σ
with λmy = 1, see Remark (3.4)(ii) below.) Using Proposition 1, we can show the
following.
Theorem 1. Assume n = 3. Let m, r ∈ Z∩ [3, d−1] with d/m ∈ Z. Assume there
is a map φ : {1, . . . , d} → {1, . . . , r}. Set Ij = φ
−1(j), mj,y = mIj ,y, Σ〈d〉 = Σ \ Zd,
Σφ = {y ∈ Σ | {y} = Zi ∩ Zi′ with φ(i) 6= φ(i
′)}, Σφ〈d〉 = Σ
φ ∩ Σ〈d〉.
(i) Assume λ is an m-th root of unity and the following conditions are satisfied.
(0.4) mj,y > 0 (∀ y ∈ Σ
φ
〈d〉), and the mj,y/mj′,y are independent of y ∈ Σ
φ
〈d〉.
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(0.5) ∃ j0 s.t. |Ij0| = d/m, mj0,y =
1
m
∑r
j=1mj,y (∀ y ∈ Σ
φ
〈d〉).
Then b1(Ff)λ ≥ r − 2.
(ii) Assume λ is a primitive m-th root of unity and the following condition is
satisfied.
(0.6) mj,y = 1 (∀ y ∈ Σ
φ), m = r, and (0.2) is satisfied for some Ij0.
Then b1(Ff)λ = m− 2.
If the first condition of (0.6) is satisfied, i.e. if mj,y = 1 (∀ y ∈ Σ
φ), then we have
|Σφ| = |Ij ||Ij′| for any j 6= j
′ so that |Ij| = d/r for any j, and conditions (0.4-5)
with m = r are satisfied. Hence Z is an (m, d/m)-net in the sense of [FY]. By the
Nullstellensatz there is a pencil such that
⋃
φ(i)=j Zi is a special fiber of the pencil
for any j, see [Yu2], Lemma 3.1. This implies another proof of Theorem 1 (i) in this
case, see [DP], Th. 3.1 (i) (or Remark (3.3)(i) below). Note that we have m ≤ 4
in this case by [St2], [Yu3]. For the moment any known examples are essentially
of this type. For m = 3, there are lots of examples where (0.6) is satisfied, see
[Yu2] (and Remark (3.2)(ii) below). For m = 4, however, only one example is
known, see [FY] (and Remark (3.3)(iii) below). Note that the last example implies
a rather artificial example where conditions (0.4–5) are satisfied for m = 4 and
r = 3 by considering I1, I2 and I3 ∪ I4 as a partition. Note also that a hyperplane
arrangement has a structure of a multi-net in the sense of [FY] and r ≤ 4, if the
hypotheses (0.4–5) of Theorem 1(i) are satisfied, see Remark (3.3)(ii) below.
In this paper we also prove a non-combinatorial formula for the dimension of the
non-unipotent monodromy part of the first Milnor cohomology generalizing [Di1],
Ch.6, Th. 4.15. Let Σ be as in Proposition 1, and set
Σ(k) = {y ∈ Σ | myk/d ∈ Z}.
For y ∈ Σ, let I{y} ⊂ OY be the reduced ideal of {y} ⊂ Y , and define
J (k) :=
⋂
y∈Σ I
⌈myk/d⌉−2
{y} , J
(>k) :=
⋂
y∈Σ I
⌊myk/d⌋−1
{y} .
Here ⌈α⌉ := min{k ∈ Z | k ≥ α}, ⌊α⌋ := max{k ∈ Z | k ≤ α}, and Ij{y} = OY for
j ≤ 0. Let C[X ]j denote the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree j. This
is identified with Γ(Y,OY (j)). Define
J
(k)
j := Γ(Y,OY (j)⊗OY J
(k)) ⊂ Γ(Y,OY (j)) = C[X ]j.
Theorem 2. Assume n = 3. For k ∈ [1, d−1], let k′ = d−k and λ = exp(2πik/d).
Then
dimGr0FH
1(Ff)λ = dimCoker
(
ρ(k) : J
(k)
k−3 →
⊕
y∈Σ(k) J
(k)
y /J
(>k)
y
)
= dimCoker
(
ρ˜(k) : C[X ]k−3 →
⊕
y∈ΣOY,y/J
(>k)
y
)
,
dimGr1FH
1(Ff)λ = dimCoker
(
ρ(k
′) : J
(k′)
k′−3 →
⊕
y∈Σ(k) J
(k′)
y /J
(>k′)
y
)
= dimCoker
(
ρ˜(k
′) : C[X ]k′−3 →
⊕
y∈ΣOY,y/J
(>k′)
y
)
,
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and b1(Ff )λ = dimGr
1
FH
1(Ff )λ + dimGr
0
FH
1(Ff)λ. Here we choose local trivial-
izations of OY (k − 3), OY (k
′ − 3) to define the restriction morphisms ρ˜(k), ρ˜(k
′),
etc. at y ∈ Σ.
Similar assertions in terms of superabundances (but without reference to the
mixed Hodge structure) were obtained by A. Libgober, see [Li1], [Li2]. Note that
for α = k
d
and 0 < ε≪ 1/d, we have
J (k) = J (Y, (α− ε)Z), J (>k) = J (Y, αZ),
where J (Y, αZ) is the multiplier ideal sheaf [La], see (2.3.4) below. Moreover, the
target of the restriction morphism ρ(k) is identified with
G(Y, αZ) := J (Y, (α− ε)Z)/J (Y, αZ).
For simplicity assume d/3 ∈ Z and my = 3 (∀ y ∈ Σ). Set k = 2d/3, k
′ = d/3.
Then the target of ρ(k
′) vanishes, and ρ(k) coincides with ρ˜(k) which is identified
with the evaluation map (choosing points of C3 \ {0} representing the points of Σ)⊕
y∈Σ(k) ev
k−3
y : C[X ]k−3 →
⊕
y∈Σ(k)Cy.
So we get a partial generalization of [Di1], Ch.6, Th. 4.15 where d = 9. Note that
evk−3y can be defined and is surjective if 2d/3 < k < d, although the surjectivity for
k = 2d/3 does not hold in general. This follows from formulas for the spectrum, see
[BS], Th. 3 and 5 (these are closely related to Mustat¸aˇ’s formula for the multiplier
ideals [Mu], see also [Te]).
We would like to thank A. Libgober and S. Yuzvinsky for useful remarks, and
the referee for valuable comments.
In Section 1 we recall theorems of Orlik, Solomon [OS] and Esnault, Schechtman,
Viehweg [ESV] to show Proposition 1, and then prove Theorem 1. In Section 2
we prove Theorem 2 using the theory of multiplier ideals and Hodge theory. In
Section 3 we give some examples and remarks.
1. Combinatorial description
1.1. Orlik-Solomon algebra. Let D be a central hyperplane arrangement in
X = Cn. Set Y = Pn−1, and U = Y \ Z, where Z = P(D) := (D \ {0})/C∗. Let
S(Z) denote the intersection lattice consisting of any intersections of the irreducible
components Zi of Z. For the definition of the Orlik-Solomon algebra, we allow the
ambient space Pn−1 as a member, but the empty set corresponding to 0 ∈ Cn is
excluded. (This is different from the definition in [BS], 1.1.) In particular, S(Z) is
not a lattice in the strict sense, and is often called the “poset of intersections” in
the literature. By [OS] there is an isomorphism of C-algebras
A
•
S(Z)
∼
→ H•(U,C),
where A•S(Z) is the quotient of the exterior algebra
∧•(⊕
iCei
)
by the ideal IS(Z).
Here the ei correspond to Zi for i = 1, . . . , d − 1 since we use the induced affine
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arrangement on Cn−1 = Pn−1 \ Zd, see [Br]. Moreover, IS(Z) is determined by the
combinatorial data, see [OS].
1.2. Solution of Aomoto’s conjecture. Let αi ∈ C for i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, and
assume
∑d
i=1 αi = 0, and
(1.2.1)
∑
Zi⊃V
αi /∈ N \ {0} for any dense edge V ∈ S(Z).
For the definition of “dense”, see [STV]. (In this paper the condition that V is
dense may be replaced with V ⊂ Σ since we assume essentially n = 3.) Note that
(1.2.1) should be satisfied for S(Z), and not for S(Z)〈d〉 in (1.3) below. In the
notation of (1.1), set
ω =
∑d−1
i=1αiei ∈ A
1
S(Z).
This defines a complex (A•S(Z), ω∧), called the Aomoto complex associated to ω.
Note that ei is identified with dgi/gi where gi is a linear function with a constant
term defining Zi \ Zd ⊂ C
n−1. We also have a regular singular connection ∇ω on
OU such that
∇ωg = dg + gω for g ∈ OU .
Note that (1.2.1) is the condition on the distribution of the residues of the connec-
tion in [STV]. The main theorem of [ESV], [STV] assures that if (1.2.1) is satisfied,
then we have a quasi-isomorphism
(1.2.2) H
•
DR(U, (OU ,∇
ω))
∼
→ (A•S(Z), ω∧).
This implies Proposition 1 in Introduction since the first condition of (0.2) coincides
with (1.2.1) by setting
(1.2.3) αi =
k
d
− 1 if i ∈ I, and αi =
k
d
otherwise.
In case the second condition of (0.2) is satisfied, we replace k with d − k, and I
with its complement, using the complex conjugation on the Milnor cohomology.
If condition (1.2.1) is not satisfied, then (1.2.2) may be false. However, we have
always the following inequality (see [LY], Prop. 4.2)
(1.2.4) dimHjDR(U, (OU ,∇
ω)) ≥ dimHj(A•S(Z), ω∧).
So we get for any a ∈ C∗
(1.2.5) dimHjDR(U, (OU ,∇
aω)) ≥ dimHj(A•S(Z), aω∧) = dimH
j(A•S(Z), ω∧).
1.3. Generalized residues. Set
S(Z)(k) = {V ∈ S(Z) | codimY V = k}.
Let jU : U →֒ Y denote the inclusion. Since it is an affine morphism, R(jU)∗QU [n−
1] is a perverse sheaf [BBD] underlying naturally a mixed Hodge module [Sa1]. Let
W be the weight filtration. By [BS], 1.7, there are constant variations of Hodge
structures LV of type (0, 0) on V for V ∈ S(Z) such that we have for i = 1, . . . , n−1
(1.3.1) GrWn−1+i(R(jU)∗QU [n− 1]) =
⊕
V ∈S(Z)(i) LV (−i)[n− 1− i],
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where GrWn−1(R(jU)∗QU [n − 1]) = QY [n− 1]). We may identify LV with a Hodge
structure since it is constant. Set
S(Z)〈d〉 = {V ∈ S(Z) | V 6⊂ Zd}, S(Z)
(k)
〈d〉 = S(Z)〈d〉 ∩ S(Z)
(k).
Then, restricting (1.3.1) to Y \ Zd = C
n−1, we get by [BS], 1.9
(1.3.2) H i(U,Q) =
⊕
V ∈S(Z)
(i)
〈d〉
LV (−i) (i = 1, . . . , n− 1).
This is compatible with the results of Brieskorn [Br] and Orlik, Solomon [OS], since
dimLV is given by the Mo¨bius function in loc. cit. For each V ∈ S(Z)
(i)
〈d〉, we have
the projection
πV : H
i(U,Q)→ LV (−i).
This may be called the generalized residue along V .
In the notation of (1.2), set ei = dgi/gi for 1 ≤ i < d, and
ei1,...,ij := ei1 ∧ · · · ∧ eij ∈ H
j(U,Q).
This is compatible with the decomposition (1.3.2), i.e.
(1.3.3) ei1,...,ij ∈ LV (−j) ⊂ H
j(U,Q) with V = Zi1 ∩ · · · ∩ Zij .
This means that its image by πV ′ for V
′ 6= V vanishes. The assertion is shown
by taking a sub-arrangement Z ′ ⊂ Z consisting of Zi1 , . . . , Zij , Zd, and using the
compatibility of the exterior product with the restriction morphism by the inclusion
U →֒ U ′ := Pn−1 \ Z ′, since the construction of LV is functorial for Z. Indeed,
taking the graded pieces of the canonical morphism
R(jU ′)∗QU ′ [n− 1]→ R(jU)∗QU [n− 1],
the obtained morphism is compatible with the direct sum decomposition in (1.3.1)
(since the direct factors in (1.3.1) are simple perverse sheaves with different sup-
ports). Note that Hj(U ′,Q) = Q where j is as above, and LV = Q if Z is a divisor
with normal crossings at the generic point of V .
The following lemma is well known to the specialists, see [LY], Lemma 3.1 (and
also [Fa], [Li2], [Yu1]) where the situation is localized at V using the fact that
the relations of the Orlik-Solomon algebra are of the form ∂(eJ ) for certain J and
are compatible with the decomposition by V . We note here a short proof for the
convenience of the reader.
Set IV = {i | Zi ⊃ V }, and αV =
∑
i∈IV
αi, where ω =
∑d−1
i=1 αiei as above.
Lemma 1.4. Let η =
∑d−1
i=1 βiei with βi ∈ C. For V ∈ S(Z)
(2)
〈d〉 we have
(1.4.1) αV βi = βV αi (∀ i ∈ IV ) if πV (ω ∧ η) = 0.
Proof. For i, j, k ∈ IV , it is easy to show the relation (see e.g. [OS])
(1.4.2) ei,j + ej,k = ei,k.
In the case codimY V = 2, we have dimLV = |IV | − 1 by the definition of LV in
[BS], 1.7. (This is related to the theory of Mo¨bius function [OS]). Hence LV has a
basis consisting of ei,k (i 6= k) for any fixed k ∈ IV .
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By hypothesis we have for any k ∈ IV the vanishing of∑
i,j∈IV
αiβjei,j =
∑
i,j∈IV
αiβj(ei,k − ej,k) =
∑
i∈IV
(αiβV − βiαV )ei,k.
This implies αV βi = βV αi for any i ∈ IV \ {k}. However, k can vary in IV . So the
assertion follows.
1.5. Kernel of the differential ω∧. The subject of this subsection has been
studied very well in [Fa], [LY], [FY]. Assume n = 3. Set J ′ = {1, . . . , d − 1}, and
let
ω =
∑d−1
i=1 αiei with αi ∈ C
∗.
With the notation of (1.4), set αy = αV (:=
∑
i∈IV
αi) if V = {y}. Let Z
′ = Z \Zd,
and
Σ〈d〉 = {y ∈ Z
′ | multyZ
′ ≥ 3}, Σα〈d〉 = {y ∈ Σ〈d〉 | αy = 0}.
Let Z ′α be the proper transform of Z ′ by the blow-up of Y ′ := Y \ Zd along Σ
α
〈d〉.
We say that I ⊂ J ′ is α-connected, if
⋃
j∈I Z
′
j is the image of a connected subvariety
of Z ′α, where Z ′1, . . . , Z
′
d−1 are the irreducible components of Z
′. Note that the set
of α-connected components is a “neighborly partition” in [Fa], [LY]. Let J ′1, . . . , J
′
r′
be the α-connected components of J ′.
Let η =
∑d−1
i=1 βiei with βi ∈ C, and assume
ω ∧ η = 0.
By Lemma (1.4), there are ck ∈ C (k = 1, . . . , r
′) such that
(1.5.1) βi = ckαi for i ∈ J
′
k.
So we assume r′ ≥ 2 since H1(A•S(Z), ω∧) = 0 otherwise. In this case there are in-
tersections Z ′i∩Z
′
j = {y} such that i, j belong to different α-connected components
and y ∈ Σα〈d〉. So αy = 0, and Lemma (1.4) implies a further condition
(1.5.2) βy :=
∑
i∈Iy
βi = 0 (y ∈ Σ
α
〈d〉).
However, the relation between these conditions for different y ∈ Σα〈d〉 is quite non-
trivial, see [Fa], [FY]. Since the image of ω∧ in A1S(Z) is 1-dimensional, we get at
least
(1.5.3) dimH1(A•S(Z), ω∧) ≤ r
′ − 2.
1.6. Proof of Theorem 1. Define the connection ∇ω as in (1.2) setting I = Ij0
for the j0 in (0.5), where k = d/m and the αi are defined as in (1.2.3) (although
(1.2.1) is not necessarily satisfied). Then αy = 0 (y ∈ Σ
φ
〈d〉) by the last condition
of (0.5), and we get
Σα〈d〉 = Σ
φ
〈d〉,
since the inclusion ⊂ follows from the constantness of αi on each Ij . Note that Ij
is not necessary α-connected in the sense of (1.5). However, we may consider the
case
βi = cφ(i) (i = 1, . . . , d− 1),
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where cj ∈ C (j = 1, . . . , r). Then the condition given by (1.5.2) is written as∑r
j=1mj,ycj = 0 (y ∈ Σ
α
〈d〉),
and it is independent of y ∈ Σα〈d〉 by the last condition of (0.4). We get thus
dimH1(A•S(Z), ω∧) ≥ r − 2,
since dimω ∧ A0S(Z) = 1. (Here Σ
φ
〈d〉 may be empty.) So the desired inequality for
λ = exp(2πia/m) (a = 1, . . . , m) follows from (1.2.5).
If (0.6) is satisfied, then (0.4) and (0.5) are also satisfied. In this case we have
Σφ〈d〉 6= ∅ since |Ij| = d/r ≥ 2. Since the Milnor monodromy is defined over Q, it is
enough to consider the case λ = exp(2πi/m) using the Galois group of Q/Q which
acts transitively on the primitive m-th roots of unity. We define αi and ω as above
where (0.2) is satisfied for I = Ij0 . In this case each Ij is α-connected, since Z
′
i∩Z
′
i′
for i, i′ ∈ Ij cannot belong to Σ
α
〈d〉 by the condition mj,y = 1 for y ∈ Σ
φ. So we get
dimH1(A•S(Z), ω∧) = m− 2,
and the assertion follows from Proposition 1. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.
2. Non-combinatorial description
2.1. Mixed Hodge complexes. Set Σ = {y ∈ Z | multyZ ≥ 3} as in Introduc-
tion. Let π : Y˜ → Y be the blow-up of Y = P2 along Σ. Set Z˜ = π−1(Z). Let
L(k) be the local system on U calculating H•(Ff ,C)λ for λ = exp(2πik/d) as in
Introduction. Let L(k) be the Deligne extensions over Y˜ such that the eigenvalues
of the residue of the connection are contained in [0, 1), see [D1].
It is well-known (see e.g. [Es], [Ti]) that the Hodge filtration F on the Milnor
cohomologyH•(Ff ,C)λ = H
•(U, L(k)) is given by the logarithmic de Rham complex
whose j-th component is
DRjlog L
(k) := Ωj
Y˜
(log Z˜)⊗O L
(k),
where the Hodge filtration F p is induced by the truncation σ≥p in [D2], 1.4.7. By
the strict compatibility of the Hodge filtration F , we get
(2.1.1) GrpFH
p+q(Ff ,C)λ = H
q(Y˜ ,Ωp
Y˜
(log Z˜)⊗O L
(k)).
It is also well-known (see e.g. [BS], 1.4) that
(2.1.2) L(k) = OY˜ ((−k)H˜ +
∑
y∈Σ ⌊myk/d⌋Ey),
where ⌊α⌋ := max{k ∈ Z | k ≤ α}, and H˜ is the pull-back of a general hyperplane
H ⊂ Y .
2.2. Weight filtration. Let j˜ : U → Y˜ denote the inclusion. The perverse sheaf
Rj˜∗L
(k)[2] has the weight filtration W such that
(2.2.1) GrW2 (Rj˜∗L
(k)[2]) = ICY L
(k) = (j˜∗L
(k))[2],
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where the middle term is the intersection complex with coefficients in the local
system L(k), see [BBD], [GM]. Here the local monodromy of L(k) is trivial only
around the exceptional divisors Ey for y ∈ Σ(k), and these are smooth and disjoint.
This implies
(2.2.2) GrWk (Rj˜∗L
(k)[2]) = 0 for k 6= 2, 3.
Let Z˜ ′ be the proper transform of Z, and set E ′y = Ey \ Z˜
′ with the inclusion
jy : E
′
y → Ey. For y ∈ Σ(k), L
(k) can be extended over U ∪ E ′y, since the local
monodromy around E ′y is trivial. Let L
(k)
E′y
be its restriction over E ′y. Then
(2.2.3) GrW3 (Rj˜∗L
(k)[2]) =
⊕
y∈Σ(k)((jy)∗L
(k)
E′y
)[1],
2.3. Multiplier ideals. Let Y be a smooth complex algebraic variety, and Z be
a divisor on it. Let π : Y˜ → Y be an embedded resolution of Z. Set Z˜ := π∗Z =∑
imiZ˜i. The following is well-known (see e.g. [La]).
For α ∈ Q>0, the multiplier ideal sheaves J (Y, αZ) are defined by
(2.3.1) J (Y, αZ) = π∗(ωY˜ /Y ⊗O OY˜ (−
∑
i ⌊αmi⌋Z˜i)),
and we have the local vanishing theorem (see loc. cit. 9.4.1)
(2.3.2) Riπ∗(ωY˜ /Y ⊗O OY˜ (−
∑
i ⌊αmi⌋Z˜i)) = 0 (i > 0).
Moreover, if Y is proper and Z ′ is another divisor on Y such that Z ′ − αZ is nef
and big, then we have the vanishing theorem of Nadel (see loc. cit. 9.4.8)
(2.3.3) H i(Y, ωY ⊗O OY˜ (Z
′)⊗ J (Y, αZ)) = 0 (i > 0).
If Z is a projective hyperplane arrangement in Y = P2 with reduced structure,
let I{y} be the reduced ideal sheaf of {y} ⊂ Y . It is well-known that
(2.3.4) J (Y, αZ) =
⋂
y∈Σ I
⌊αmy⌋−1
{y} for α > 0.
This is a special case of Mustat¸aˇ’s formula [Mu].
Theorem 2.4. For λ = exp(2πik/d), we have a canonical isomorphism
(2.4.1) Gr0FH
1(Ff ,C)λ = H
1
(
Y,OY (k − 3)⊗O J (
k
d
Z)
)∨
.
Proof. By (2.1.1–2) together with Serre duality, we have
Gr0FH
1(Ff ,C)λ = H
1
(
Y˜ ,OY˜ ((−k)H˜ +
∑
y∈Σ ⌊myk/d⌋Ey)
)
= H1
(
Y˜ ,OY˜ ((k − 3)H˜ +
∑
y∈Σ (1− ⌊myk/d⌋)Ey)
)∨
.
Here ωY˜ /Y = OY˜ (
∑
y∈ΣEy), and hence Ω
2
Y˜
= OY˜ (−3H˜+
∑
y∈ΣEy). So the assertion
follows from (2.3.1–2).
2.5. Proof of Theorem 2. Set first α = k
d
, and α′ = α − ε with 0 < ε ≪ 1/d.
With the notation of Introduction, we have the short exact sequence
(2.3.1) 0→ J (Y, αZ)→ J (Y, α′Z)→ G(Y, αZ)→ 0.
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Since OY (Z) = OY (d) and α
′d < k, we have by (2.3.3)
(2.5.2) H1(Y,OY (k − 3)⊗J (Y, α
′Z)) = 0.
Then, after taking the tensor product of (2.3.1) with OY (k − 3), we get the asso-
ciated long exact sequence
H0(Y,J (α′Z)(k − 3))
γ
→ H0(Y,G(αZ)(k − 3))→ H1(Y,J (αZ)(k − 3))→ 0,
where J (αZ)(k − 3) := J (Y, αZ) ⊗ OY (k − 3) and similarly for G(αZ)(k − 3).
Moreover, γ is identified with ρ(k) as is explained after Theorem 2. So the first
equality in Theorem 2 follows from Theorem (2.4).
For the proof of the second equality, we show, in the above notation, that the
first equality holds with the right-hand side replaced by the dimension of
Coker
(
H0(Y,J (βZ)(k − 3))→ H0(Y,J (Y, βZ)/J (Y, αZ))
)
,
by decreasing induction on 0 < β < α = k
d
. If β = α′, this is the first equality.
Assume the assertion holds for β, and set β ′ = β−ε. We have a long exact sequence
0→ H0(Y,J (βZ)(k − 3))→ H0(Y,J (β ′Z)(k − 3))
γ
→ H0(Y,G(βZ)(k − 3))→,
and the morphism γ is surjective by (2.5.2) with α′ replaced by β. So the assertion
holds also for β ′ using the snake lemma since the support of J (Y, β ′Z)/J (Y, αZ)
is contained in a 0-dimensional subset Σ. Thus the assertion for Gr0FH
1(Ff)λ is
proved.
For Gr1FH
1(Ff)λ, we have by (2.2.2–3)
(2.5.3) H1(Ff )λ ⊕H
1(Ff)λ is pure of weight 1.
Indeed, using the weight spectral sequence, it is enough to show that the local
system L
(k)
E′y
on E ′y has no nontrivial global sections, i.e. the local monodromies of
L
(k)
E′y
around Ey ∩ Z˜
′ are nontrivial. But this is clear by the construction of L
(k)
E′y
before (2.2.3). So (2.5.3) follows. (See [DP] for another proof of (2.5.3).)
Using the complex conjugation, we then get
dimGr1FH
1(Ff)λ = dimGr
0
FH
1(Ff)λ,
and the assertion for Gr1FH
1(Ff)λ follows. This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.
3. Examples and Remarks
Examples 3.1. The following examples are studied in [CS], [Di1], etc.
(i) Let n = 3, d = 6, and
f = xyz(x− y)(x− z)(y − z).
This is the simplest example with b1(Ff )λ 6= 0 (λ 6= 1). Here λ = exp(2πi/3). In
this case, (0.2) for k = 2 and (0.6) for r = m = 3 are both satisfied.
(ii) Let n = 3, d = 9, and
f = xyz(x− y)(y − z)(x− y − z)(2x+ y + z)(2x+ y − z)(2x− 5y + z).
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This is the second simplest example with b1(Ff)λ 6= 0 (λ 6= 1). Here λ = exp(2πi/3).
In this case, (0.2) for k = 3 and (0.6) for r = m = 3 are both satisfied. This ar-
rangement is dual to the Pappus configuration.
(iii) Let n = 3, d = 9, and
f = xyz(x+ y)(y + z)(x+ 3z)(x+ 2y + z)(x + 2y + 3z)(2x+ 3y + 3z).
Then b1(Ff)λ = 0 for λ 6= 1. In this case neither (0.2) for k = 3 nor (0.6) for
r = m = 3 is satisfied. So we need Theorem 2 or [Di1], Ch.6, Th. 4.15 to calculate
b1(Ff )λ for λ = exp(±2πi/3), see also [CS]. The referee has pointed out that (1.2.2)
holds for this example even though (0.2) is not satisfied.
Remarks 3.2. (i) According to A. Libgober, there is an example with n = 3,
d = 9, |Σ| = 12, and Z := P(D) has no ordinary double point. It is the dual of the
nine inflection points of a smooth cubic curve E in the dual projective space P2,
see [Li2], p. 243, Ex. 2. This is shown by choosing an inflection point as the origin
O of the group law so that there is a line passing through three points P1, P2, P3
on E if and only if
P1 + P2 + P3 = O.
In this case conditions (0.4–5) are satisfied so that b1(Ff)λ 6= 0 for λ = exp(±2πi/3)
although (0.2) cannot to be satisfied. The referee has pointed out that the inequal-
ity (1.2.4) is strict in this example.
If the cubic curve is given by u3 + v3 + w3 = 0, then
f = (x3 − y3)(x3 − z3)(y3 − z3),
and setting θ = exp(±2πi/3), we have
Σ = {(θi : θj : 1) | i, j = 0, 1, 2} ∪ {(1 : 0 : 0), (0 : 1 : 0), (0 : 0 : 1)} ⊂ P2.
In this case the evaluation map
⊕
y∈Σ ev
3
y explained after Theorem 2 is injective so
that b1(Ff)λ = 2 for λ = exp(±2πi/3) using [Di1], Ch.6, Th. 4.15 or Theorem 2 in
Introduction. (This follows from the assertion that a = b = c = 0 if aθ2i+bθi+c = 0
for i = 0, 1, 2 where a, b, c ∈ C. We have a more geometric proof using the fact
that any Zi contains 4 points of Σ so that any cubic polynomial vanishing on Σ
has to vanish on any Zi.)
(ii) The argument in Remark (i) can be used to construct further examples with
b1(Ff )λ = 1 for λ = exp(±2πi/3). Indeed, take a finite subgroup G of E together
with three points P1, P2, P3 such that P1+P2+P3 = O and Pi−Pj /∈ G for any i 6= j,
see [Yu2]. Consider the dual line arrangement associated to Pi + Q for i = 1, 2, 3
and Q ∈ G where d = 3|G| and multyZ ≤ 3 for any y ∈ Σ (since the degree of the
curve is 3). Then (0.6) for r = m = 3 is satisfied if furthermore 3Pi /∈ G for some
i (since the last condition implies that the second condition of (0.3) holds). This
gives examples with the same combinatorial data as Examples (3.1)(i) and (ii).
Here “same combinatorial data” means that there is an isomorphism between the
intersection lattices defined by the intersections of their irreducible components. If
we set P1 = 0 with P2 = −P3 generic and if |G| = 3, then we get an example where
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d = 9, |Σ| = 10 and b1(Ff )λ = 1 for λ = exp(±2πi/3) by Theorem 1 (ii). This
example is the specialization of the Pappus arrangement in Example (3.1)(ii), see
[Fa].
(iii) As for Example (3.1)(iii), a line arrangement with the same combinatorial
data can be constructed as follows. Choose a finite subgroup G = Z/27Z in an
elliptic curve, and then take the subset J of G consisting of a ∈ G with a −
1 ∈ 3G. The irreducible components of D defined by the linear factors of f in
Example (3.1)(iii) correspond, for example, to
7, 1, 4, 19, 22, 16, 13, 10, 25 ∈ Z/27Z,
respecting the order of the factors of f (and this is confirmed by the referee using
Mathematica). It means that we have a + b + c = 0 in G if and only if the
corresponding three lines meet at a point. (We can associate a′ := (a−1)/3 ∈ Z/9Z
to a ∈ J . Then the above condition is equivalent to that a′+ b′+ c′ = −1 in Z/9Z,
and the latter may be easier to handle.)
(iv) In the case multyZ ≤ 3 (∀ y ∈ Σ), it is sometimes possible to construct a
finite subset of an elliptic curve defining a line arrangement which is combinatorially
equivalent to a given line arrangement Z as follows. Let M be a matrix of size
(q, d) (where q = |Σ|) such that if y ∈ Σ is the intersection of three lines Zi1, Zi2 ,
Zi3, then it corresponds to a row vector vy of M such that
vy,i =
{
1 if i ∈ {i1, i2, i3},
0 if i /∈ {i1, i2, i3}.
Consider the equation
Mx = 0.
If it has a nontrivial solution x in a finite abelian group G generated by two
elements, and if the components xi of x are all different from each other, then
the xi may define the desired line arrangement after embedding G into an elliptic
curve. Here one problem is that new triple points may appear, i.e. there may exist
distinct elements xi1 , xi2 , xi3 whose sum is O and which do not correspond to any
row vector of M . (In the case of Example (iii) the size of M is 9 × 9, and its
determinant is 27. So we can solve the equation mod 27. We can also count the
number of the triple points, which is 9.)
Remarks 3.3. (i) If mj,y = 1 (∀ y ∈ Σ
φ) in the notation of Theorem 1, then |Ij|
is independent of j as remarked after Theorem 1, and hence Z is an (m, d/m)-net.
So it is associated to a pencil on P2 by the Nullstellensatz, see [Yu2], Lemma 3.1.
Then Theorem 1 (i) follows as is shown in [DP], Th. 3.1 (i) in a more general case.
Indeed, the existence of a pencil implies that there is a surjective morphism of
algebraic varieties
h : U → S := P1 \ {m points},
and moreover the local system L(k) on U is the pull-back of a local system L
(k)
S on
S. Since dimH1(S, L
(k)
S ) = m− 2, Theorem 1 (i) then follows from the injectivity
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of the pull-back
H1(S, L
(k)
S )→ H
1(U, L(k)).
Note that the condition mj,y = 1 (∀ y ∈ Σ
φ) implies that there is a natural com-
pactification h¯ : U¯ → S of h : U → S such that U¯ \ U = Σφ × S. Hence the base
change holds for h : U → S and {s} →֒ S, and the Leray spectral sequence for h
degenerates at E2 since E
p,q
2 = 0 unless q = 0, 1.
(ii) By [DPS], [FY], [Yu3], we have r ≤ 4 if conditions (0.4–5) are satisfied in
Theorem 1 (i). Indeed, if E denotes the irreducible component of the resonance
variety R1(Z) (see [Fa]) containing ω in the proof of Theorem 1, then we have by
[DPS], Prop. 7.8(i)
dimE = H1(A•S(D), ω∧) + 1 ≥ r − 1,
where the last inequality follows from the proof of Theorem 1(i). Moreover, there
is a correspondence between the components E and the pencils, see [FY] (and also
[Di3]). Then we get the inequality dimE ≤ 3 by using [Yu3]. So the desired
inequality follows. This argument also shows that a hyperplane arrangement has
a structure of a multi-net in the sense of [FY] if the hypotheses (0.4) and (0.5) of
Theorem 1(i) are satisfied.
(iii) For the moment only one example is known where the hypotheses of The-
orem 1 are satisfied with m = 4. This is induced by the Hesse pencil (see [FY],
Ex. 3.5 and [St1])
s0(x
3 + y3 + z3)− s1xyz (s0, s1 ∈ C).
Calculating the logarithmic differential of (x3 + y3 + 1)/xy, the singular members
of the pencil are given by
s1/s0 = 3, 3θ, 3θ¯, ∞,
where θ = exp(±2πi/3). So the line arrangement is defined by
f = xyz
∏2
j=0(x
3 + y3 + z3 − 3θjxyz) = xyz
∏2
i,j=0(θ
ix+ θjy + z).
In this case d = 12, and |Σ| = 9. More precisely
Σ = {x3 + y3 + z3 = 0} ∩ {xyz = 0}
= {(−θi : 1 : 0), (−θi : 0 : 1), (0 : −θi : 1) | i = 0, 1, 2} ⊂ P2.
Then condition (0.6) is satisfied for m = r = 4 where φ corresponds to the first
factorization of f . So we get b1(Ff)−1 ≥ 2 by Theorem 1 (i), and b1(Ff)±i = 2
by Theorem 1 (ii) (see also [DP]). For λ = −1, we can calculate b1(Ff )−1 by using
Theorem 2 where d = 12, k = k′ = 6, and my = 4 for y ∈ Σ. In this case,
dimC[X ]3 = 10, and ρ
(6) = ρ˜(6) is identified with the evaluation map at Σ. Its
kernel is generated by x3 + y3 + z3 and xyz, and its cokernel is 1-dimensional. So
we get b1(Ff)−1 = 2. It is also possible to calculate b1(Ff)±i by using Theorem 2.
Remarks 3.4. (i) Let f be a holomorphic function on a complex manifold X . Let
ψf,λCX denote the λ-eigenspace of the nearby cycle functor ψfCX . It is well-known
that ψf,λCX is a perverse sheaf up to a shift of complex, and its stalk at y ∈ f
−1(0)
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gives H•(Ff,y,C)λ where Ff,y denotes the Milnor fiber of f around y. These imply
that Hj(Ff,y,C)λ = 0 for j 6= dimX − 1 if H
j(Ff,y′ ,C)λ = 0 for any j ∈ Z and
any y′ 6= y sufficiently near y.
(ii) In the case of a hyperplane arrangement, an assertion stronger than (i) is
known as follows. We have b1(Ff)λ = 0 unless each Zi contains y ∈ Σ with
λmy = 1 (see [Li3], Th. 3.1 or [Di2], Th. 6.4.13), where we may assume n = 3 by
(0.1). Indeed, if there is Zi containing no point y of Σ with λ
my = 1, then letting
j : U →֒ Y , ji : Ui := Y \ Zi →֒ Y denote the inclusions, we have
Rj∗L
(k) = (ji)!j
∗
i (Rj∗L
(k)),
using the blow-up along Σ, where λ = exp(2πik/d). Then the assertion follows from
Artin’s theorem on the generalization of the weak Lefschetz theorem for perverse
sheaves [BBD].
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